
the strongest link in your composite

kelteks.com

Repair System
professional kit
for excellent results
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Ÿ Inside you can find Polyester resin, 

Catalyst, and top quality acetone for 

cleaning.

Ÿ As we are many years present in this 

niche adding an additional Measuring 

cup, Plastic mixing stick, Resin application 

brush, and Protective Nitrile gloves was a 

natural thing for us.

Ÿ Set contains some of our premium 

products such as kelteks  Woven Roving

300g, kelteks  Chopped Strand Mat

300g, and kelteks , which Edge Protector

is a unique product intended for 

strengthening the angles of composites, 

larger cracks, holes, etc.

Ÿ kelteks  is equipped with Repair System

sandpaper for substrate preparation and 

Peel Ply fabric. Peel Ply fabric is placed as 

a final layer on the laminate and allows 

work to continue without additional 

sanding.

Set Content:

The only fiberglass repair kit on the market 

that contains everything you need to get 

your work done!

all-in-one repair kit for fiberglass elements

Repair System

Ÿ fiberglass repair

Ÿ glassfiber parts fabrications

Ÿ car repairs

Ÿ motorcycle repairs

Ÿ boat repair

applications

1,0 L

MEASURING
CUP

PLASTIC 
MIXING STICK

BRUSH
NITRIL

GLOVES

POLYESTER
RESIN
0,75 L

10 x 20 cm
SAND PAPER

10 ml
CATALYST

0,25 L
ACETON

2,0 m²

ROVING
FABRIC

2,0 m²

GLASS
MAT

2,0 m

PEEL 
PLY

5,0 m

EDGE 
PROTECTOR

The only fiberglass repair kit on the 

market that contains everything you 

need to get your work done!

Fiberglass is a very appreciative 

material for shipbuilding.  And 

another great advantage is that 

almost any damage to fiberglass 

boats can be repaired.

Contact our sales 

representatives. We 

have prepared for you 

additional resin 

packages of 2,5l & 5,0l.

Made for You...
From professionals 
for professionals!

professional 
kit for 

excellent 
resultsYou ran 

out of resin?



build solid.

More than 30 years of experience in the 

composites industry as a manufacturer and 

developer of high-tech technical textile 

reinforcements for a large variety of 

applications. Our field of expertise is 

the large-scale production, with 

attention to every detail, of technical 

fibers such as carbon fibers, glass 

fibers, basalt fibers, etc., utilizing state 

of the art machinery and technology. 

We are a family owned business and 

we are proud of the long experience of 

our 350 well trained, highly educated, and 

dedicated technical experts that ensure the 

best products and services for you. You can 

rely on us to be your partner for the complete 

value chain of your product so that you can focus 

on your own business. Our 3 factories are located 

in the heart of Europe in beautiful Croatia, from 

where we supply our industrial customers in more 

than 30 countries. It goes without saying that we 

are certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 

and DIN EN ISO 14001:2015

Your specialist for 
technical and functional 

textile development 
& manufacturing!

About kelteks
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build
 solid.

Croatia

Dr. Slavka Rozgaja 3

47000 Karlovac Croatia - EU

+385 47 693 314

sales@solidian-kelteks.com

Germany

Sigmaringer Straße 150

72458 Albstadt, Germany - EU

+ 49 7431 103135

sales@solidian.com

Türkiye

Mistral Tower Izmir K:42 D:42135170 

35500 Izmir, Türkiye 

+ 49 7431 103135

sales-turkiye@solidian-kelteks.com

is the solution based on our long-

term industry experience. It is suitable 

for heavy loads and non-standard 

sizes because of its easily collapsible 

sidewalls. The heavy-duty construction 

of the container keeps fragile cargo 

protected and secured into position 

during transportation or when stored 

in warehouse.

kelteks Cargo System

Other Products

check out our NEW website 
for more products and 
innovative solutions

is most suitable for applications where 

thickness and strength are required 

and provides the most economical 

solution for improving straight and 

increasing the glass content of 

laminates. It is a reinforcement made 

from direct, assembled, or texturized 

fiberglass roving weaved into fabric. 

kelteks Woven Roving

is an innovative three-layer complex 

with a middle layer of fleece 

intended for fast and even 

impregnation of laminate. High 

volume fabrics without chemical 

binders for better resin flow & final 

surface finish.  A volumized complex 

is used as a specific solution for 

various applications. 

kelteks FormMat

is the complex reinforcement made 

of woven roving and chopped strand 

fibers bonded together by stitching. 

Connecting the layers without 

chemicals dramatically improves the 

bonding between reinforcement and 

matrix during the lamination process.

kelteks Combimat

reinforcement designed for 

applications where high additional 

strength and reinforcement in 

only one direction is required.  

UD reinforcement offers the ability 

to place continuous fibers in 

optimum quantity, either a 0° 

(warp) or 90° (weft) axis.

Unidirectional fabrics are a composite

kelteks UD Reinforcement

is the combination of two or more 

reinforcement layers,  connected by a 

special needling technology.

Adding epoxy, vinyl ester, or polyester 

matrix, creates a perfect composite 

for a variety of applications such as 

shipbuilding, automotive, sports & 

leisure, and other industries.

kelteks Complex


